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Strategy purpose and timeframe
This 3-year strategy will guide Rail Trails Australia’s (RTA) activities. It was informed by a survey of
those engaging with RTA, both members and non-members, and consideration of our changing context.

Our Vision
Our vision is for Australia’s disused rail corridors to be protected for their heritage and natural
values and enjoyed by the community and visitors for active recreation, such as walking, cycling
and horse riding.

Our goals
1. More and higher quality rail trails
2. More people using rail trails
3. Connected and effective rail trail organisations
4. A sustainable, volunteer-led RTA

What we do

→ advocate for new and improved rail trails
→ promote rail trails and their use
→ support and connect stakeholders involved in current or potential rail trails
→ maintain a sustainable volunteer-driven organisation
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Summary Objectives, Measures and Actions for Next 3 Years
Goal 1. More and higher quality rail trails
1.1 Increase in new rail trails developed
Measured by
● km in each state
● percentage of potential trails developed in each state
and extent of development

1.2 Increase investment in rail trails
Measured by
● $ spent annually on new trails and improvements
● No. of rail trail improvements with RTA contribution
● No. of rail trails with improvement projects undertaken by
community organisations

--------ACTIONS----------

➔ A methodology and stocktake to prioritise needed
upgrades or expansion
➔ RTA Committee and regional representatives actively
engage with state governments to advocate for
investment
➔ Fund small scale community projects through grants,
in accord with needs identified through the stocktake
and with the strategy
➔ A document outlining rail trail benefits to advocate for
investment
➔ A method to identify viable potential rail trials

Goal 3. Connected and effective rail trail
organisations
3.1 Organisations value RTA support, advice and
information
Measured by
● Satisfaction reported via survey
● % of rail trails with organisations contributing to RTA
dataset
● Use of RTA technical information

3.2 Regional representatives are actively
connecting rail trail organisations
Measured by
● % of rail trails with organisations actively engaged with
regional representatives

--------ACTIONS----------

➔ Continue to develop and support a network of regional
representatives
➔ Work with regional representatives to prepare a
flexible and effective engagement approach to
representing RTA
➔ Update the technical guide as an on-line tool for rail
trail managers and developers
➔ An on-line forum for rail trail managers and
organisations
➔ Investigate hosting a rail trail conference

Goal 2. More people using rail trails
2.1 Increased usage of RTA information
Measured by
● Website use
● Guidebook sales
● Social media

2.2 More businesses supplying rail trail users
Measured by
● Number of businesses and rail trails providing direct
services

2.3 Rail trail usage is measured and increasing
Measured by
● Number of trails with counters installed
● Results from counters
● Reports from managers

---------ACTIONS--------

➔ Update the website
➔ An integrated communications plan to promote
existing rail trails and RTA, including a social
media plan
➔ Develop or update digital / hardcopy Guidebooks
➔ A rail trail photography competition
➔ Investigate options to promote and support
businesses
➔ A program to encourage more user counters

Goal 4. A sustainable volunteer-led
organisation
4.1 Membership satisfied and increasing
Measured by
● Increase in RTA members (to >1000)
● Survey of member satisfaction

4.2 RTA Committee is healthy and effective
Measured by
● % of new Committee members
● Committee diversity increased
● % Committee members satisfied with participation

4.3 RTA is financially stable
Measured by
● Income exceeds operational costs
● % and $ increase in income

4.4 Volunteer base is increasing
Measured by
● Increased number of active volunteers
● Volunteers reporting satisfaction via survey

--------ACTIONS----------

➔ Maintain requirements of an incorporated body
➔ Develop the Committee to support strategy
implementation
➔ Increase the diversity of the Committee
➔ Update the membership model
➔ Continue to produce Connections magazine
➔ Conduct regular surveys
➔ Actively seek and support volunteers
➔ Prepare a Financial Plan
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Changing Context
This strategy considered the changing context and associated opportunities to guide actions to achieve
our goals.
Government investment
Since RTA’s 2013 strategy there has been significant investment - in both new rail trails and
improvements. In particular, Queensland has seen tremendous growth and NSW has commenced
constructing rail trails on public land. Rail trails are increasingly being managed and promoted by local
governments, usually with the continued involvement of community organisations, although sometimes
there is tension in this relationship.
Digital
The increasingly digitally connected world provides RTA with opportunities:
• Cloud-based systems and communication technologies enable the organisation to more easily
work together remotely
• Internet mapping provides alternative access for users and provides a platform for RTA information
- however pricing structures are changing
• An increasing number of apps provide accessible information on rail trails - with RTA partnering
with CycleWayz, a mobile app which provides detailed information on 17 rail trails. The number of
trails included is expected to grow
• Social media is used by more people to access information and provides opportunities to engage
directly with users and raise our profile
• New website systems are better able to integrate with social media, are mobile enabled and can
be more easily updated.
Community
• Friends and community organisations vary in their level of activity and engagement with RTA.
• The Community Grants program was well received, with eight projects supported, including
signage, small scale infrastructure, user counters, promotional material and banners. Responses
indicate that groups still require support for small projects.
• In the broader community, volunteer numbers are declining. This is a challenge for sustaining
volunteer organisations with a preference for specific projects rather than ongoing roles,
particularly among the young.
Changing users of rail trails
• E-bikes expand the potential for a broader range of users to enjoy cycling on rail trails
• There is a significant growth in mountain biking.
• Cycle tourism is growing globally and tour operators value using rail trails.
• Rail trail users are from a wide age range, especially walkers close to towns - but this is not
representative of RTA’s membership base.
Relationships with other organisations
RTA has relationships with some related organisations, such as Bicycle Queensland, Bicycle Network
(Victoria), Bike NSW and Rails to Trails Conservancy in the US, and with horse riding and mountain
biking peak bodies.
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Goal 1. More and higher quality rail trails
Objective 1.1 - Increase in new rail trails developed
There remain significant opportunities to develop new or expanded rail trails in all states, particularly in
NSW, Queensland and Tasmania where there has been limited development to date. The table below
outlines the progress in the last 10 years, and the graph demonstrates the untapped potential.
No. of Major Rail Trails

Length of trails (km)

Estimated Prospective trail
lengths (km)

2009

2019

2009

2019

2009

2019

New South Wales

2

4

49

59

1323

1400

Northern Territory

1

2

23

23

25

28

Queensland

4

5

125

349

906

1391

South Australia

4

8

103

179

1876

593

Tasmania

4

4

129

156

163

283

Victoria

21

24

641

1056

1837

1992

Western Australia

8

8

753

483*

1580

1014*

TOTAL

52

56

1,823

2,305

7,709

6,701

*Note WA now excludes the Munda Biddi Trail.

Snapshot in 2019: Number of rail trails and km – Developed (quality varies) and Potential (as currently assessed)

The benefits of rail trails are well understood in some states, particularly in Victoria and increasingly in
Queensland. One of the keys to RTA’s success is the promotion of the benefits of rail trails, particularly
to local and state governments and sceptics in local communities. Focus has centred around community
development, improved health and economic markers, tourism facilitation and promotion and protection
of cultural and railway heritage. The preparation of an accessible, evidence-based document will support
this advocacy where there is resistance and limited funding.
Measured by
km in each state
percentage of potential trails developed in each state and extent of development
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Objective 1.2 - Increased investment in rail trails
The quality of rail trails and associated infrastructure is also important. This includes improved surfacing,
restoration or construction of bridges, heritage restoration and ancillary infrastructure, including facilities,
directional and interpretive signage, seating, etc. Whilst investment should be efficient, expenditure is a
general indicator of development.
A stocktake of the condition of rail trails, as well as the level of support from local government and
community, will enable a focused approach to investment and advocacy.
RTA has both advocated directly and indirectly for rail trails, supporting trails through formal submissions
and meeting with governments and proponents and supported regional representatives to do so. This
important advocacy work will continue.
RTA ran a successful community grant program in 2019, and this approach will be used to support
strategy implementation, when funding permits.
Measured by
$ spent annually on new trails and improvements
Number of rail trail improvements with RTA contribution
Number of rail trails with projects undertaken by community organisations

Goal 1 Actions

Obj

Priority

When

1a) Establish a methodology and stocktake to prioritise needed
upgrades or expansion

1.2

HIGH

2020

1b) RTA Committee and regional representatives actively engage
with state governments to advocate for investment

1.1
1.2

MED

2021

1c) Directly fund small scale community projects through grants, in
accord with needs identified through the stocktake and the strategy

1.2

MED

TBC

1d) Prepare a document outlining rail trail benefits to advocate for
investment

1.2

MED

2021

1e) Establish a method to identify viable potential rail trails

1.1

MED

2021
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Goal 2. More people using rail trails
Objective 2.1 - Increased number of people using RTA information
RTA’s role in promoting the use of rail trails is a broad one - connecting potential and current users with
relevant information to enable and encourage use. RTA’s role is to promote them more broadly to
Australians and international visitors.
To increase the use of rail trails, people with a potential interest need to be aware of rail trails, have the
desire to use them and know where to get the information they need. An integrated and coordinated
approach to communications and promotion will focus on a range of audiences, including people with
disabilities, younger users and walkers. It will use relevant content and communications tactics including the website, social media, mainstream media, and public relations. Fundamental to the
success of this strategy is an increased awareness of RTA’s brand and growth in the supporter base,
both will also be sought through an Integrated Communications Plan.
RTA’s website is accessed by over 100,000 users annually, and 56% of survey respondents find it very
satisfactory. However, the technically outdated website is not mobile friendly, does not appear
contemporary and is not integrated with social media. A new website is the priority for 2020 - it will
address these issues and include a range of new features, including forums for supporters and rail trail
organisations, opportunities for relevant advertising, potentially improved mapping capability. The new
website will include rail trail description updates (with support from rail trail organisations and regional
representatives), information which will also form the basis of the guidebooks.
Social media can be an efficient and effective way of sharing information and engaging with current and
potential rail trail users. RTA has a presence on Facebook (3880 followers), Instagram (600) and Twitter
(430). To date RTA’s social media content has been unintegrated and largely opportunistic. Survey
responses demonstrate less satisfaction, with low satisfaction rates with users of social media (10%,
41% and 58% respectively) compared with the website (4%). This may partly be affected by the older
age group represented in the survey data, but regardless indicates that RTA needs to consider how
better to use social media.
Guidebooks were critical to the early success of rail trails and RTA, with over 22,000 copies sold and
contributing income. Whilst most of the guidebook information is now available on the website, there
continues to be interest in this product, with some sales of the 2016 Victorian PDF (Tasmanian & SA
content is no longer available) and occasional enquiries regarding reprints. New technology enables
production and printing to be more readily updated, bespoke and more efficient - options will be
investigated when determining publication for the first updated guidebook, and be informed by the
Communications Plan. The Victorian guidebook is the most comprehensive and will be the first
production.
High quality images can have a real impact. RTA’s photography bank could be enhanced by drawing on
the many photography enthusiasts using rail trails. A photography competition will not only promote RTA
and enable supporters and users to engage, it will build the photograph bank for use in RTA
communications, publications and on-line.
Measured by:
Webpage use
Guidebook sales
Social media following and interaction
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Objective 2.2 - More businesses directly supply rail trail users
Visiting rail trail users typically require a range of business services, such as food, accommodation,
transport, bicycle hire. Businesses and communities benefit economically from providing these services
and users benefit from having access to more local services.
Cycling is not the only way people enjoy rail trails, but it is very popular. Most Australian rail trails require
people to bring their own bicycles and typically ride on the trail and return to the original point, as there
are few bicycle hire or transportation services. This contrasts with other countries where such services
are common (e.g. Otago Rail Trail in New Zealand, Cape Cod Rail Trail in the United States) and attract
both domestic and international visitors.
Australia’s rail trails offer beautiful scenery and, with improved services, outstanding tourist experiences.
Direct services in the form of bicycle hire and transportation services will be important to grow visitor
numbers, leverage best value rail trails and grow local economies. To date, businesses have been slow
to provide these services and RTA has limited understanding of why investments have been stronger
elsewhere or why businesses have succeeded (or failed).
Whilst 80% of existing and engaged businesses who responded to the survey valued RTA’s role in
promoting rail trails generally, 73% were interested in case studies about successful businesses. RTA is
uniquely placed to understand and communicate the needs of rail trail users to inform current and
potential businesses. RTA can also engage with relevant organisations, such as regional development
bodies, advertising agencies, associations supporting related activities (such as mountain biking) etc. to
understand how best to support and promote businesses.
Until this work is completed in the later part of the strategy, RTA will continue to advertise and promote
businesses through its communications.
Measured by:
Number of businesses and rail trails providing direct services (bicycle hire, transportation)

Objective 2.3 - Rail trail usage is measured and increasing
Measuring rail trail use not only enables the benefits of rail trails to be measured and communicated, it
will also enable us to measure the impact of improvements and promotion. Counters are effective and
relatively low cost, and data can be digitally captured and analysed.
Currently only eight rail trails have counters installed - a program to increase the number of counters, by
rail trail managers or supporting community groups, will enable a more representative sample and help
individual rail trail organisations. This could include a targeted grant program. RTA will also collate,
analyse and communicate information at a national level.
Measured by:
Results from counters
Reports from managers
Number of counters installed
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Goal 2 Actions

Obj

Priority

When

2a) Update the website for easier management and new features

2.1

VERY
HIGH

2020

2b) An integrated Communications Plan to promote existing rail
trails and RTA, including a Social Media Plan

2.1

VERY
HIGH

2020

2c) Develop or update digital / hardcopy Guidebooks, commencing
with Victoria

2.1

MED

2020 or
2021

2d) Conduct a rail trail photography competition

2.1

MED

2020 or
2021

2e) Investigate options to promote and support businesses

2.2

MED

2021

2f) A program for more user counters

2.3

HIGH

2020 and
ongoing
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Goal 3. Connected and effective rail trail organisations
Objective 3.1 Organisations value RTA support, advice and information
High quality rail trails can be accessed by a wide range of people, including local communities and
visitors. RTA is uniquely placed to provide advice and information to those developing, improving and
maintaining rail trails, to engage effectively with local communities and government organisations, and to
enable infrastructure to meet the needs of all people, be fit for purpose, low maintenance and provide
good value for money.
Of survey respondents, 56% of community organisations and 36% of local governments indicated that
technical information is valued. RTA’s technical guidelines, advice and contacts across the country have
been drawn on by many community organisations and local governments. The technical guidelines need
to be updated - including costings, information on increasing accessibility, reflect new approaches and
case studies and could be made more readily available.
RTA recognises that there is significant expertise around the country in developing and maintaining rail
trails. An on-line forum for rail trail managers and associated community organisations can enable this
expertise to be shared.
A national Rail Trail Conference has been identified as a potentially valuable opportunity to showcase
rail trails, connect people and share information. RTA will investigate this opportunity, potentially in
conjunction with an existing complementary conference.
Measured by
Satisfaction reported via survey
% of rail trails with organisations contributing to RTA dataset
Use of RTA technical information (e.g. downloads, via survey)

Objective 3.2 Regional representatives actively connect rail trail
organisations
RTA has supported many proponents of rail trails, both directly and through supporting regional
representatives to work with community organisations and local governments within their region. RTA
has grown the number of regional representatives and will continue to focus on ensuring that all parts of
Australia have a regional contact. As this aspect of the organisation grows, RTA will work with the
representatives to determine how this support network can be most effective and ensure that the RTA
engages effectively and consistently to support rail trail organisations, including local governments, to
promote and develop rail trails.
Measured by:
% of rail trails with organisations actively engaged with regional representatives
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Goal 3 Actions

Obj

Priority

When

3a) Continue to develop and support a network of regional
representatives

3.2

HIGH

Ongoing

3b) Work with regional representatives to prepare and implement a
flexible and effective engagement approach to represent RTA
consistently to external parties

3.2

MED

2020

3c) Update the technical guide to an on-line tool for rail trail
managers and developers

3.1

MED

2022

3d) Establish a moderate on-line forum for rail trail managers and
organisations

3.1

MED

2021

3e) Investigate hosting a rail trail conference

3.1
3.2

MED

2021
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Goal 4. A sustainable volunteer-led RTA organisation
Objective 4.1 Membership is satisfied and increasing
RTA is a member-based organisation; financial membership is stable at around 500. Many community
organisations, most web users and other supporters are not members. An expanded supporter base will
build financial sustainability, enable RTA to draw on a broader volunteer base, share information about
rail trails, and build RTA’s profile.
The survey identified that 58% of former members and 54% non-members are likely or very likely to
support a low cost membership model, as well as 61% of current members. This compares with 91% of
members preferring the current model (with the magazine), compared with 18-20% of non-and former
members. Supporting RTA is the most significant driver for current members and whilst it is also a driver
for former members and non-members, hearing about rail trails and their development is equally
important.
Updating the membership model to include a lower cost option will enable a growth in the supporter
base, with options for higher level contribution. The magazine will continue, as an optional subscription,
at a similar cost to the current model, with digital and print options. Additional to supporting RTA,
financial members would gain the following benefits:
• A monthly email bulletin, focusing on short updates and referencing magazine articles for current
or potential subscribers. It will be a key form of communication and be provided to relevant local
governments and rail trail community organisations and content replicated, where relevant, on the
website and in other communications (to be determined in the Communications Plan).
• An annual report outlining the years activities. This could be presented in an illustrated and
designed format, and be available on the website.
• Optional magazine subscription - Connections is highly valued by most current members and
will be provided three times annually, under a cost recovery model as much as possible, with print
copies provided at additional cost.
A supporters on-line forum to facilitate the personal connections considered valuable to some current
and potential supporters could be investigated.
This approach is expected to increase the number of supporters, with the aim of doubling to 1000
members. Promotion of RTA and the value of becoming a supporter via membership will be a key
element of the Communications Plan.
Rail trail organisations are composed predominantly of volunteers, many of whom are individual RTA
members and are encouraged to continue this support. These organisations are fundamental to RTA’s
goals and reciprocal supporter status should be offered to reflect this interdependent relationship, with a
complimentary digital copy of the magazine.
Measured by:
Member satisfaction(via survey)
Increase in RTA members (target >1000) by July 2022
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Connections between the Committee, members and other organisations are outlined below

Objective 4.2 RTA Committee is healthy and effective
RTA has a formal structure. The Committee is elected at an Annual General Meeting, with a President,
Vice-President, Secretary and Treasurer, but no skills or operationally specific roles. The Committee
reflects the broader member demographic and includes people who have served for over 10 years. The
Committee currently covers both executive and operational functions, with non-Committee members
joining meetings.
The Committee will provide oversight and support to achieve the strategy, with Committee members
having responsibility for oversight of actions. New Committee roles, reflecting the elements of the
strategy, will be introduced. These may include:
• Regional Representatives Coordinator - supporting representatives, facilitating virtual meetings
• Communications - overseeing the Communications Plan
• Digital - website and data systems
• Volunteers Coordinator - task-based volunteer communications and promotion, on-boarding,
coordinating/supporting teams
• Strategy - measuring progress, surveys as needed, annual report.
Whilst some skills and knowledge may be sought to provide advice and implement specific actions in this
strategy, a Committee with a broader range of skills and more representative of rail trail users, including
more women and younger people, would likely both increase effectiveness and bring different
perspectives. Communications will continue to actively seek to fill new roles and bring a more diverse
range of skills and attributes to the Committee.
Measured by
% of new Committee members
% of strategy actions achieved
% Committee members satisfied with participation
Increase in Committee diversity - at least 2 members under 40 and at least 2 women
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Objective 4.3 RTA is financially stable
RTA has been financially stable, with typical income of $29-31,000 and expenditure of $19-29,000
annually over the last three years and with a current balance of around $105,000.
Whilst operational expenses have been matched by income, and are expected to continue to do so,
there will be additional costs associated with implementing this strategy, even with volunteers
undertaking most of the tasks, refer table below. The current balance will be drawn down in 2020 to
progress the strategy, but RTA will monitor costs and ensure that the organisation remains viable.
Strategy costs

Operational costs

●
●

●

●

Updating the website
Grants for strategy actions- $5000 to
$15,000
Design and publication of Technical
Guide, Guide Books, etc.

●
●
●

Website costs - server etc. (Note - on-line advertising
could be increased)
Committee and organisational administration
Supporter administration - including email update and
annual report distribution
Magazine (ideally with cost recovery through
subscriptions)

Additional income would enable strategy implementation to accelerate and the organisation to grow with
more paid staff and deliver more professional services. A financial plan will be developed to identify how
this could occur and ensure that this strategy is implemented within RTA’s financial means. Potential
income sources to be considered include: advertising, Guidebook and other merchandise sales, grants,
sponsorship and donations.
Measured by
% and $ increase in income
Income exceeds operational costs
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Objective 4.4 Volunteer base is increasing
Volunteers have been fundamental to RTA’s success and will continue to be the driving force behind
RTA. However, the Committee alone cannot achieve the objectives and others are needed - to bring in
additional skills, ideas, connections and effort. Whilst paid staff or contractors may be engaged for some
tasks, funds permitting, RTA will be reliant on volunteers and the volunteer base needs to grow to
achieve the goals and undertake the following key activities.
Regional representation
The volunteer regional representative model has worked well in states where volunteers have been
sufficient. A 2019 recruitment drive elicited new regional representatives and a structured on-boarding
process was established. More representatives are needed in South Australia.
Communications
The Communications Plan will require specific skills, some of which are already held by volunteers.
Whilst it will improve efficiencies, additional effort will be needed to both develop the Plan and to
maintain ongoing communications. Ongoing tasks will likely include:
• Magazine production
• Social media and web content writing and coordination
• Email update/s
• Advertising and sponsorship
Specific actions and tasks
This strategy identifies specific, time-bound tasks, some of which will involve small teams, including:
• Website update
• Developing a methodology and coordinating a Rail Trails “stocktake”
• Updating the Guidebooks
• User Counter program - including synthesising data
• Grants program
• Updating the Technical Guide
• Preparing a Benefits of Rail Trails document
• Running a Photography Competition
• Conducting a Rail Trails Conference
• Fostering new businesses providing direct services
RTA will actively seek volunteers with a range of skill sets and interests from the supporter base and
elsewhere to complete both discrete projects and ongoing tasks. This will be an element of the
Communications Plan and through direct engagement with people involved in rail trail organisations.
To support volunteers, clear task descriptions and roles will be developed as needed, support will be
available from the Committee and volunteers will be covered by RTA’s insurance (as members). RTA will
continue to recognise and celebrate the contribution of volunteers.
Measured by
Increased number of active volunteers
Volunteers reporting satisfaction via survey
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Goal 4 Actions

Obj

Priority

When

4a) Maintain requirements of an incorporated body

4.2 4.3

HIGH

Annually

4b) Develop the Committee to support strategy implementation

4.2

HIGH

2020

4c) Increase diversity in the committee by actively seeking at
least two female and two younger (<40) members

4.2

HIGH

2020

4d) Update the membership model

4.1

HIGH

2020

4e) Continue to produce Connections magazine, as an option
for members

4.1

HIGH

Ongoing

4f) Conduct regular surveys

4.1, 4.2,
4.4

MED

From end 2020

4g) Actively seek and support volunteers

4.4

HIGH

Ongoing

4h) Prepare a Financial Plan

4.3

HIGH

2020

or 2021

Implementation and Review
The RTA Committee will oversee and coordinate the implementation of this strategy, which will be the
focus of RTA’s regular meetings. Progress of actions will be monitored, and support provided as needed.
If resourcing is inadequate or situations change, the actions and timeframes will be prioritised and/or
updated.
Progress of the strategy actions will be provided to supporters annually, and be on the website. RTA will
also share significant milestones as part of the communications plan.
To understand the impact of the strategy, RTA will conduct a survey and use other data and will share
the findings. In 2022 the strategy will be evaluated and RTA will determine the next steps.
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